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Constructions of classes by transflnite induction in AST 
ANTONfN SOCHOR, PETR VOPfiNKA 
Abstract Many constructions of classes in the Alternative set theory are made using a 
special type of transfinite induction. In this paper we are trying to formulate theorems 
describing the common core of the constructions in question so that these constructions 
can be essentially simplified using the proposed theorems. 
Keywords: alternative set theory, transfinite induction 
Classification: Primary 03E70, Secondary 03H15 
In the alternative set theory (AST; see [V]) a lot of interesting classes were 
constructed by transfinite induction as union of an increasing sequence ô  countable 
classes (cf.e.g. constructions of automorphisms and endomorphisms §1,2 ch. V [V] 
and constructions of automorphisms with particular properties [S], [C—V]) however 
this type of construction was especially used in papers [Ve 1] and [Ve 2] where 
a series of remarkable endomorphic universes was constructed. In the mentioned 
articles A.Vencovska constructed endomorphic universes so that some in advance 
chosen sets were elements of the resulting endomorphic universe and others were 
not elements of it. To simplify her construction A.Vencovska states two general 
theorems, nevertheless it is obvious that by similar ideas even other interesting 
endomorphic universes can be constructed and that these ideas can be used even 
for construction of some other important types of classes. The authors of the 
present article tried to find some theorems describing the common core of these 
constructions. 
The second theorem of the paper seems to be a sufficiently general description 
of the type of construction we are dealing with though this statement is rather 
complicated; thus we state at first a more simple theorem which is sufficient in 
almost all cases (Theorem 1). At the end of the paper we show a method how 
the first theorem can be applied even on some systems not fulfilling the conditions 
required in the applied theorem. 
We use the notation usual in the alternative set theory (see [V]). 
We say that a system of classes X is closed under countable monotonous unions 
if for every system {Xn; n G FN} C J with 
n < m —*• Xn C Xm 
the class | J{K n ;^ € FN} is an element of X. We define the closeness under un-
countable monotonous unions analogically (replacing the class FN by the class Q). 
A system of classes is closed under monotonous unions if it is closed both under 
countable and uncountable monotonous unions. 
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Let us mention that the closeness under monotonous unions is equivalent neither 
to the closeness under countable monotonous unions nor to the closeness under 
uncountable monotonous unions-e.g. if C is a countable class then the system 
{K;- iC C X } is closed under uncountable monotonous unions however it is not 
closed under countable ones. 
The symbol Tc denotes the system of all elements of T which are at most countable 
(i.e. Tc = { C e T ; C X F i V } ) . 
A system of classes T is called a cut (with respect to C) if 
(I' C I k I e T) -> I' e T. 
A system of classes V is said to be dense in a system of classes T if 
(VI e T)(3I' e v)i ci' el. 
Theorem 1. Let T be a system of classes closed under monotonous unions and let 
for every x £ K, the system Vx be closed under uncountable monotonous unions 
and let 
VI be dense in T. 
Then 
(a) for every element C of T which is at most countable there is I e T with 
CCI k (WxeK)Ie Vx 
(b) ifT is a cut then for every element C o / I which is at most countable we can 
find a maximal element I of I (i.e -*(3V e T)I C I') satisfying the property 
described in (a). 
Since we are able to prove a statement stronger than the assertion (a) of Theo-
rem 1 (however also a more complicated one) we state and prove this stronger result 
first. 
Theorem 2. Let! be a system of classes closed under monotonous unions. Let for 
every {x, y) e K, the system 8x>y be closed under uncountable monotonous unions 
and let for each y £ dom(K) the class 
Q9 =z {x; 8XtV is not closed under countable monotonous unions} 
be at most countable. 
Let for every z and every G which is at most countable function with 
y e dom(G) - G(y) i Q9, 
the system ([]{£,,,;(*,*) €K}Y 
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be dense in the system 
(Inf){et,,;(x,y)€G}y. 
Then for each C element of J which is at most countable there is I € J with 
C C J k (Vy € dom(K))(3a:)((x,y) € K k I € €X}9). 
PROOF: Let {ytt; a £ $1} be an enumeration of the class dom(K) such that every 
element of dom(K) appears in it cofinally (i.e. 
(Vy € dom(K))(Va ety(30 £ ft)(a < fi k yfi = y)). 
We are going to construct by induction a monotonous system {Ja; a £ 0} of ele-
ments of J which are at most countable classes so that 
*ae\J{€z,9m;{x,ya)eK} k 
k Qffi £ a n Sl)(Vx)([I0 £ €Xt9fl k x £ Q9fl k 
k (V7 € fin ft)(V*)((J7 € £,,„„ & y7 = y,) - * € Q9fl) k 
k (V*)((J> € 5,lW k ziQ9fl-+ xWz)) - I* € €Xt9fl) 
where ^ is a fixed well-ordering of the universal class (the existence of a well-
ordering of the universal class is guaranteed by the axiom of choice). (Informally: 
if Ifi € €Xt9fl k x$Q9fl and if x is "minimal" then (V7 > p)Iy € €Xf9fl ). 
We put Jo = C. If the sequence {J#; /3 € oDJl} is constructed (where 0 < a € Q) 
then according to induction hypothesis the class 
\J{i0;0eann} 
is at most countable. Put 
Gf = {(^y>€K;(3l3€anO)(y = y/9 k I0 € €Zt9 k 
k xiQ9 k (V7 € 0nQ)(V*)((J7 € €St9 k y^yp)-* 
-+z£Q9) k (Vz)((I0 £ €Xt9 k z$Q9)~* xWz). 
G is a function according to the definition and moreover 
(a n 0) < FN -> G < FN. 
For every (.r, y) € G there is ^ € a n Q such that 
( V 7 € a n f t ) ( 0 < 7 - > J 7 € f i r . f ) 
and thus closeness of J and £*,-, under countable monotonous unions implies 
U{J757€ann}€ in€x,9 
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(In more detail: since aHQ, is countable we can find a sequence {/?n; n G FN} C anQ 
such that 
/So =- P k (Vn,m)(n < m - /3„ < pm) k 
k (V7Gann)(3n)(/3</3n). 
The sequence {I£n; n € FN} is a monotonous sequence of elements of J n SXtV and 
thus 
U U ~ ; T e ann} = U{-*.;» e FJV} e i n £,.,). 
Hence using the assumption of the density* stated in the theorem we can find 
Ia G J so that 
U { I / ? ; / ? € a n O } C I a k Ia<FN k 
k (Vs,y)((*,y) G G - I« € £,,„) & Ia G U ^ * * ' ( x ' ^ > € * ) • 
( In more detail: the prolongation axiom makes possible to code countable classes 
by sets and thus the axiom of choice enables us the precise choice of the class Ia). 
Putting 
I = U{If,;Pen} 
we get C C I and the closeness of J under monotonous unions implies I 6 J 
immediately. Let y € dom(K) be given. If there is y and a G ft such that 
Ia € SXtV k x $Qy k y = ya 
then 
(v/3 e nx« <£-»->€ ft,,) 
for a convenient x and thus I is an element of SXty because SXtV is closed under 
uncountable unions. If there are n o y , a with above required properties then 
(Va € ft)((J« 6 Sx>y k y = ya) -+ x € Qy) . 
The class 
{ « € ft;y -=y a} 
is uncountable by our assumption concerning the enumeration in question while the 
class Qy is countable. Therefore there is x G Qy so that 
( « e f i ; i / = y a k Ia € SXty} 
is uncountable (because according to our construction-
(Va e il)Ia e [}{£*,„„; <*, ya> e K} 
holds). Hence 
I = \J{Ia : a G 0 & y = ya k Ia G £*,*} 
and thence / € fX|y is a consequence of the closeness of Sx,y under uncountable 
monotonous unions. • 
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Lemma. If systems of classes T and Vn(n G FN) are closed under countable 
monotonous unions and if 
Vn is dense in T
c 
for every n £ FN then 
(f]{Vn\n G FN})
C is dense in T 
PROOF: Let {in;n G FN} be an enumeration of FN s.t. each finite natu-
ral number appears in it cofinally. If C G Tc is given then we can construct a 
monotonous sequence {In; n G FN} of elements of T
c such that In € Vin and such 
that I0 = C In fact, if In is constructed then using density of V
c in Tc we can 
choose In+i G V
c D T with In C In+i. For every n G FN we have 
\J{Im;meFN}eT?n(M 
because of closeness of T and V„ under countable monotonous unions and because 
the equality 
| J { I m ; m € F N } = U { I i m ; i m = n } 
holds. • 
PROOF: of the first theorem 
(a) Apply the second theorem to the systems 
T = T 
K = {0} x K 
Sof*=Vx. 
For every x G K the class Qx C {0} is at most countable and assumption 
of density required in the statement in question is a consequence of the last 
lemma. 
(b) Assuming T is a cut we can apply the just proved statement to 
K = Kx{0}UVx{l} 
£<*,o> = Vx 
V(z,i) = {I G T; a: G I V I U {x} g T} 
because under the mentioned assumption for every x, we are able to show 
that l̂ <x,i> is closed under uncountable monotonous unions—we have even 
(I G V{xA) k I C t G T) -> I' G P<x,i>. 
It is also easy to prove density of Vcx j% in T
c for each x, since if 
I * FN k I G T 
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then either I U {x} <£ X and then I 6 Vcxl) or I U {x} G J and then 
ICIU{a:}€^,1). 
Therefore there is I € J with 
(to G K)I €VX k (to G V)(* € I V IU {*} $ J ) . 
To finish the proof it is sufficient it realize that the second part of the last 
formula implies the maximality of I in J . In fact, if there were I' € X with 
I C I' then there would exist x G I'—I and for this x we would get 
x G IV IU{x} i X. 
The first possibility is excluded by our choice of x and the second one con-
tradicts the assumption J is a cut because 
IU{.x}CI'GJ. • 
The above formulated results can be applied even to systems which are not them-
selves dense in the system in question—one can conveniently extend these systems 
onto dense systems at first. The proof of the following theorem exemplifies this 
technique—in the theorem we assume that for a given / the systemD°{x f) is dense 
in the system of all elements of J c which contain the class f'FN (which is at most 
countable) and we do not require the density in the whole system J c . 
Theorem 3. Let X be a cut which is closed under monotonous unions and let 
for every (xyf) G K, the system V{Xtf) be closed under uncountable monotonous 
unions. Let 
Vc{xf) be dense in ({I G J; f'FN C I})
c. 
Then for every element C ofX which is at most countable there is a maximal element 
IofX with 
C<I k ( to, /)(((*, /) G K k f'FN C I) -> I € V{xJ)). 
PROOF: Put 
J = J 
K = Kn{(ar,y);Fnc(j,)} 
V{Xtf) = {I; I G V{xJ) V I U f'FN i X} 
If {Ia;a G 0} C V{Xtf) is a monotonous sequence then either 
(3 l?G0) ( I^U/"FN^J ) 
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and then 
U{Ia;<*€fi}u/"FN£J 
because J is supposed to be a cut or 
(Va € Q)Ia e V(xJ) 
and then 
\J{ia;aea}eV(xJ) 
because of the closeness of V(xJ) under uncountable unions. We have proved 
that the system V(xJ) is closed under uncountable monotonous unions for every 
(xj)eic. 
To prove the density of V\x f) in J
c let C e l with C •< FN be given. If 
C U /"FN i 1 then C e V(xJ) and we are done. Assuming C U / " F N € J 
we have C U /"FN € ({I € l\f"FN C I})c and thus there is I € V\x f) (and 
consequently I € Vc{xJ)) with C U /"FN C I 6 J . 
According to the first theorem there is a maximal element I of J with 
It remains to prove the implication 
f'FNciel~+iev(xJ) 
for every (.r, / ) € K, however to do it is sufficient to realize that the possibility 
IU/"FN=-I£ J 
is excluded. • 
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